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Abstract. Things change—develop, mature morph—but not everything
in the same way. Representing this knowledge in biomedical ontologies
faces issues on three fronts: what the category of the participating ob-
jects are, which type of relations they involve, and where constraints
should be added. More precise distinctions can be made by using Onto-
Clean’s properties and a novel status property that is generalised from
formal temporal conceptual data modeling. Criteria are identified, for-
mulated in 17 additional constraints, and assessed on applicability for
representing transformations more accurately. This enables developers
of bio(medical) ontologies to represent and relate entities more precisely,
such as monocyte & macrophage and healthy & unhealthy organs.

1 Introduction

Much effort has been invested in development of biomedical ontologies such as
the Gene Ontology, Foundational Model of Anatomy, Cell Cycle, SNOMED and
so forth [1–3]. This started from preliminary categorizations and vocabularies of
biological entities that primarily focussed on endurants. With the maturing of
bio-ontologies, ontology development tools, and ontology languages, this scope
is broadening to temporal aspects. For instance, the Relation Ontology (RO)
[4] contains the hitherto underused transformation of and derives from rela-
tions and more evolution constraints have been identified for temporal conceptual
modelling [5]. To be able to say one thing transforms into another, one has to
identify the transforming entity x, the transformed entity y, and that the en-
tity preserves its identity irrespective of the transformation while instantiating
distinct classes at distinct points in time. What kind of entities are x and y;
phased sortals, roles, or merely different states? How should one deal with the
temporality to achieve implementable knowledge bases that can handle repre-
sentations of, and reasoning over, transforming entities? Likely candidates are
the categories phased sortal, role, and state of an entity, but each one carries
assumptions that reveal implicit semantics of what constitutes a transformation.
Put differently, by considering the relata of the transformation relation, one can
make explicit the processes of various constrained transformations.

The aim of this paper is to characterise constraints on changing entities more
precisely in a way so that it can aid a domain ontology developer to introduce



or improve the representation of transforming entities, using an approach that is
sufficiently generic to be extensible also to other types of change and to represent
as much as possible about temporal aspects in the, to date, a-temporal commonly
used ontology languages. We will commence with an analysis from an ontology
development perspective, including the RO’s transformation of relation from
biomedical ontologies [4] and basic OntoClean notions, to formulate a set of basic
constraints (section 2). In section 3, we extract implicit ontological commitments
from advances in temporal knowledge representation, which enables us to define
additional constraints on the entities and the process of transformation. The
resulting 17 constraints are assessed on their usefulness through a re-examination
of the classical example of the transformation from caterpillar to butterfly and
by assessing some recent problems in biomedical ontology development, such as
representing the changes of blood cells, in section 4. We discuss and conclude in
sections 5 abd 6.

2 Analysis from an ontology development perspective

2.1 Preliminaries

Underspecification in the Relation Ontology. Let us recollect the defini-
tion of the transformation of relation in the RO [4]: C transformation of
C1 = [definition] C and C1 for all c, t, if Cct, then there is some t1 such that
C1ct1, and t1 earlier t, and there is no t2 such that Cct2 and C1ct2. This def-
inition reveals two issues. First, it is ignorant of the distinction between the
cases of unidirectional transformations versus where some instance of C1 may,
after transforming into C, transform back into C1; e.g., the transformations of
erythrocytes (red blood cells) into echinocytes and back again, and of a healthy
organ into a non-healthy organ and back again. Second, and more important for
developing logic-based ontologies, the RO definition does not say how the enti-
ties undergoing transformation are able to change and yet keep their identity,
other than through the use of the same variable ‘c’. This under-specification
can lead to unintended models of the theory; e.g., a given particular remains
unchanged, but either C or C1 changes due to increased understanding or cor-
recting a representation error in the domain ontology. Clearly, this does not meet
the intention of the authors of the above definition. To exclude such unintended
models, we have to make explicit in the definition that the individual changes
somehow. Let a instantiate universals Cs and Ct—with s for source and t for
target the source is transformed into—at the two different times, then we have
to assert that ‘enough’ properties are shared by a ∈ Cs and a ∈ Ct so that they
can be identified as the same individual—in shorthand notation: as =i at—while
other properties π1 . . . πn are lost or gained so that after the transformation, a
instantiates a different universal. A basis for a generic definition might then be:

Definition 1 (Ct transformation of Cs). Let Ct be the target and Cs the
source universal, x, y range over instances and t0, . . . , tn range over points in
time, then Ct(x) transformation of Cs(y) iff for all x, there exist y, t0, . . . tn,



if Ct(x, t0), then there is some t1 such that Cs(y, t1), t1 < t0, x and y have the
same identity criterion (x =i y), x and y differ in at least one other property
πi, and there does not exist a t2 such that Ct(x, t2) and Cs(y, t2).

In the next sections, we elicit additional constraints to model and achieve the
intended behaviour of transformation of in ontologies and knowledge bases.

Basic notions from OntoClean. The main proposal in ontology to represent
the entities involved in transformations is that of phased sortals. Postulating
that Ct and Cs are phased sortals (or another category), brings forward con-
straints on the participating entities of the transformation relation that, in turn,
may affect constraints on the relation itself, and certainly influences ontology
development. To arrive at the point where we can specify unambiguously its
how and where, we first summarise a section of [6, 7] that form the basis of the
OntoClean methodology1 [12]. The relevant aspects for the current scope are
the notion of identity, the meta-property rigidity, and identity criteria. Identity
of an instance, and by extension also the universal it instantiates, focuses on
the problems of distinguishing an instance of one class from other instances of
that class by means of a characteristic property, which is unique for that whole
instance, and is a relation that each thing has to itself and to nothing else; conse-
quently, the property is essential to the universal or concept that it instantiates.
The property rigidity is based on this notion of essential property, two of which
are relevant in the current scope [6].

Definition 2 (+R). A rigid property φ is a property that is essential to all its
instances, i.e., ∀xφ(x)→ �φ(x)

Definition 3 (∼R). An anti-rigid property φ is a property that is not essential
to all its instances, i.e., ∀xφ(x)→ ¬�φ(x)

For instance, the properties being a Patient and being a Caterpillar are anti-
rigid and being a Person and being a Herbivore are rigid that may subsume
Patient and Caterpillar, respectively. Objects can keep their identity through the
changes it may undergo during its lifetime, thereby exhibiting different properties
at different times; thus, we consider diachronic identity (cf. synchronic identity)
which is about establishing that two entities are the same at two different points
in time. Setting aside how we can identify instances—it is philosophically difficult
[9], but one always follow common practice and use identifiers in the knowledge

1 There are some refinements regarding identity criteria, sortal concepts, ‘types’ of
identity, and OntoClean [8–10], but (i) they do not affect the principal method of
categorisation (in Fig.1, below) and (ii) they go beyond immediate applicability to
domain ontology development, because both the usage of the guiding principles of
the present taxonomy of properties [6] for OntoClean and adding formal definitions
to a universal in an OWL ontology (as opposed to relying on identifiers) would
already be a considerable step forward. Moreover, the extension toward OntoClean
2.0 [10] with temporal aspects fit well with the temporal language we build upon in
section 3 (as has been demonstrated by [11] for rigidity and part-whole relations).



base—the instances and its corresponding universal have identity criteria (IC),
which are both necessary and sufficient for identity [6, 7]; properties carrying an
IC are called sortals and only +R properties are sortal properties. In addition,
considering we need sortal properties for ICs, we can distinguish between a rigid
property φ that either carries the necessary IC Γ or it carries the sufficient IC
Γ (see also [6] definitions 5 and 6) and if ∀x(φ(x)→ ψ(x)) and Γ is a necessary
IC for ψ, then φ replaces ψ (the necessary condition of the subsumee φ refines
the necessary condition of its subsumer ψ). Now we can introduce two other
definitions from [6], which are important for phased sortals.

Definition 4 (+I). A property that is not rigid carries an IC Γ iff it is sub-
sumed by a rigid property carrying Γ .

Definition 5 (+O). A property φ supplies an IC Γ iff i) it is rigid; ii) it carries
Γ ; and iii) Γ is not carried by all the properties subsuming φ.

Thus, an +O property brings in its own identity criterion as opposed to just
carrying it; conversely, properties that do not carry identity or do not supply
identity are marked with -I and -O, respectively. Fig.1 summarises a classification
of property kinds based on the R, O, and I meta-properties.
 
 
 

 
+D+O +I +R -D Type 

+D-O +I +R -D Quasi-Type 

-O +I ~R +D Material role 
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+D-O -I +R -D Category 
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Non-Sortal

 
 Fig. 1. Ontological properties [6]. +R: rigid; ∼R anti-rigid and ¬R semi-rigid, +O own
identity supplied, +I identity carried, and +D dependent.

2.2 Characterising the transforming entities

Given the classification (Fig.1), this translates into the following set of basic
constraints CT1-CT5 for phased sortals, where Cp is a parent of the focal concept
or universal (Cs, Ct, etc). CT2 ensures that the entity that changes local IC
when going from one ‘phase’ to another, still can be identified as the same entity
(thanks to property inheritance from Cp). CT3 can be derived from CT1, CT2,
and Definition 4.



(CT1) A phased sortal does not supply an IC, i.e., -O
(CT2) A phased sortal must be subsumed by Cp that has +O
(CT3) A phased sortal carries an IC, i.e., +I
(CT4) A phased sortal is a sortal
(CT5) A phased sortal is anti-rigid, i.e., ∼R

It is now straightforward to demonstrate that if the continuants Ct and Cs of
the transformation of relation are both categorised as phased sortals, then:

(CT6) Ct and Cs both must be subsumed by Cp

As we shall see later with the examples, CT6 is particularly important. Observe
that CT6 does not state that Cp has to be the direct common subsumer of Ct

and Cs. It immediately follows from Definition 5, the classification (Fig.1), and
CT6 that Cp must be a type (CT7), because it is the only kind that has +O.
Further, phased sortals together with the transformation of relation cover the
implicit requirement that phased sortals never can occur ‘alone’, because in order
to phase, one needs at least 2 phased sortals (CT8).

(CT7) Cp must be a type (+O+I+R)
(CT8) Each type that subsumes phased sortals, which are related through the

transformation of relation, must subsume at least two phased sortals

It is possible that Ct and Cs represent universals for different ‘states’ of a com-
mon subsumer Cp, provided the states are distinct enough. However, how does
state differ from phase? Intuitively, phases succeed one another and have no
circularity, whereas states (e.g., sensu dolce [13]) permit going back- and for-
ward between alternating states. Let us take the latter assumption, then if Ct

transformation of Cs and Ct and Cs are categorised as states, then the following
constraints must hold :

(CT9) Ct and Cs must carry identity (+I)
(CT10) If Ct is a transformation of Cs, then it is possible, but not necessary,

that at a later point in time Ct transforms back into Cs

(CT11) Ct and Cs have meta-properties that are either ∼R or +R

This reduces Ct and Cs to being either types, quasi-types, material roles, or
phased sortals. They cannot be roles, because an instance can have more than one
role at the same time (e.g., Patient and Employee), thereby violating Definition
1. That is, toles are ‘played’ by an entity, which means that they are externally
dependent (+D) on some other entity (see also [6, 14]). For instance, a particular
organism x can play the role of both predator and prey, which it can do at the
same point in time and move in and out of such a role, but it does neither
transform from one into the other nor entails that x must play at least two
roles. Therefore, Ct and Cs cannot be categorised as roles (unless we remove
from the definition the constraint “and there is no t2 such that Ct(x, t2) and
Cs(y, t2)”). Cs and Ct cannot be types either, because then one cannot ensure
a common IC for diachronic identity. They can be both quasi-types (-O+I+R),



which is a kind that enables one to group entities based on properties that do
not affect identity, such as being a Herbivore. In order to prevent Ct and Cs to
be also types or roles, we add CT12. Further, we make explicit an assumption
that transformation of phased sortals is unidirectional (CT13).

(CT12) If Ct and Cs are categorised as states, they are neither both types nor
both roles

(CT13) If Ct is a transformation of Cs, Ct and Cs are phased sortals, then it is
not possible that at a later point in time Ct is a transformation of Cs, i.e.,
Ct does not transform back

Thus, based on foundational notions of Ontology, CT1-CT13 offers a more pre-
cise catergorisation for the relata of the transformation of , as well as their
position in a taxonomy.

3 Constraints from temporal conceptual modelling

The challenge of how to represent changing entities has been investigated also
from formal and engineering perspectives, most notably with formal temporal
conceptual data modelling. Artale et al [5] have formalised the well-known core
elements of temporal databases in DLRUS , a temporal description logic that
is an expressive fragment of the first order temporal logic L{Since,Until}, and
a corresponding ERV T temporal conceptual data modelling language that ex-
tends EER. However, because it is intended for conceptual data modelling, they
do not take into account the kind of classes like phased sortal—hence, nor the
possible consequences on the logical implications—and they include evolution
constraints other than transformation, such as dynamic extension and genera-
tion2, which address more ways of change than is currently deemed necessary
for (bio-)ontologies. Therefore, we only consider their notion of status classes
here. Status is associated to a class to log the evolving status of membership of
each object in the class and the relation between the statuses. The four possible
statuses are scheduled, active (for backwards compatibility with an a-temporal
class), suspended, and disabled (based on [16], see Fig.2), with corresponding
formalised constraints, e.g., that an object that is disabled can never become
active again and existence persist until it becomes disabled [5]. In this setting,
one can assert, e.g., that Caterpillar is temporally related to Butterfly : when at
t0 object o ∈ Caterpillar (and o ∈ Scheduled-Butterfly) starts transforming into

2 For instance, generation deals with objects that have different object identifiers
(different individuals) and emergence of new instances starting from a set of in-
stances of the same type: in production the source objects survive the generation pro-
cess and during transformation all instances involved in the process are consumed.
This notion of ‘transformation’ has other intended semantics than the definition of
transformation of , although it is not excluded based on the examples in [4], in
particular regarding development. The concept of generation might be applicable to
RO’s derives from relation [15, 4].
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Fig. 2. EER graphical rendering of theDLRUS axioms for status classes; Top represents
the universe of discourse, arrow denotes subtype, and the encircled d means disjoint
(Source: [5]).

an instance of Butterfly, then we have immediately after (⊕ in DLRUS) trans-
formation at t1 (with t0 < t1) that o ∈ Disabled-Caterpillar and o ∈ Butterfly.
Thus, status allows us to add additional constraints to Ct and Cs.

Status property S and additional constraints. Given the formal semantics
of status classes [5], we introduce the property S, analogous to OntoClean’s
meta-properties in the previous section and, moreover, to emphasize the core
notions of the four status classes.

Definition 6 (+S). A property φ has status active at time t iff φ(x) holds at
time t.

Definition 7 (-S). If a property φ has status scheduled at time t then φ(x)
holds at some time t0, for t0 > t.

Definition 8 (∼S). If a property φ has status suspended at time t then φ(x)
holds at some time t0, with t0 < t.

Definition 9 (¬S). A property φ has status disabled at time t iff φ holds at
some time t0, with t0 < t, and for all t′, such that t′ ≥ t, φ(x) does not hold.

This enables us to specify the following constraints for the transformation of
relation and its relata, when the instance cannot transform back:

(CT14) Cs has +S at the time of transformation and ¬S after transformation
(CT15) Ct has -S at the time of transformation and +S after transformation

If the entity can transform back, then CT14 and CT15 have to be replaced with:

(CT14′) Cs has +S at the time of transformation and either ¬S or ∼S after
transformation

(CT15′) Ct has either -S or ∼S at the time of transformation and +S after
transformation

Thus, theoretical contributions in formal conceptual modelling for temporal
databases have the ontological commitment for CT14′ and CT15′, whereas



transformation of was ignorant about this aspect. One could argue S is onto-
logically awkward for it hints toward intentionality, but representing transfor-
mations does consider that anyway, and therefore it is preferable to make this
explicit. In addition, bio-ontologies are, or should be, represented in some for-
mal ontology language; using S then provides a useful mechanism to represent
precisely and explicitly such implicit assumptions about the subject domain,
thereby pushing for closer analysis by ontology developers as well as ontological
investigation into intentional aspects in a temporal setting. In addition, it offers a
way to deal with some underlying ideas about temporal aspects yet representing
it in a commonly used a-temporal ontology language such as OWL.

CT14 and CT15 versus CT14′ and CT15′ leads to two distinct sets of con-
straints on the position of classes in a taxonomy. Let ∀x(φ(x) → ψ(x)), hence-
forth abbreviated as φ → ψ, a class’ property S indicated with superscript φ+,
φ∼ and so forth, and ‘in the past’ denoted with a “�”, then we can adjust Artale
et al’s constrains for CT14′ & CT15′ as shown in (1-5).

φ+ → ψ+ (1)
φ∼ → ψ∼ ∨ ψ+ (2)
φ¬ → ψ¬ ∨ ψ∼ ∨ ψ+ (3)
φ− → ¬ψ¬ (4)

ψ¬ ∧ �φ+ → φ¬ (5)

When transformation back is not permitted, then (1), (4), (5), and (6) hold;
that is, suspended is not permitted, such that (2) is not applicable and ψ∼ is
removed from (3) and therefore replaced by (6).

φ¬ → ψ¬ ∨ ψ+ (6)

Combining this with the meta-properties of phased sortals, then the subsumption
constraints (1) & (4), CT6, CT14 & CT15 imply C+

p , because always one of the
phased sortals subsumed by Cp is active3. Regarding permitting suspension, ∼S,
then C+

p is also implied, because of (1), (2), (4), CT14′ & CT15′.

4 Typical biomedical examples re-examined

In this section we assess if and how the proposed constraints suffice for modelling
transformations in biology and biomedicine, using monocytes/macrophages and
pathological transformations as examples.

Monocyte/macrophage: alternating states or phased sortals? Multiple
cell types in the human body, most notably those involved in hematopoiesis,
3 C¬p due to C¬ and C¬s is not possible even if we attempt to represent knowledge

about extinct species: by virtue of being extinct, there is nothing to transform; note
that corpses transforming into fossils involves other types that are not disabled.



can be pluri-potent stem cells, progenitor cells that differentiate, mature, and
change in other ways, i.e., they seem to transform and are candidates for being
categorised as phased sortals. However, looking at the details of the cells and
processes, they are neither necessarily transformations nor necessarily phased
sortals. For instance, progenitor cells undergo cell division and differentiation
up to their final types, which is a non-deterministic process up to the point that
the cells cease to be progenitor cells. But what about those final types? Here,
we analyse the deterministic transformation from monocyte to macrophage,
which, curiously, is also called in one compound term “monocyte/macrophage”
or “monocyte-macrophage” in recent scientific literature (e.g. [17]) as if we have
a cellular version of the Morning/Evening Star. We summarise the facts about
monocytes and macrophages first and subsequently discuss the ontology devel-
opment considerations.

In the partonomic tree of the Foundational Model of Anatomy [3], Monocyte
is part of Blood partOf Hematopoietic system partOf Hemolymphoid system,
whereas Macrophage is not part of anything—in reality, the cells dock into tis-
sues to transform into macrophages, and are considered part of the ImmuneSys-
tem [18]. In the FMA taxonomy, Monocyte is subsumed by NongranularLeuko-
cyte that is subsumed by Leukocyte, whereas Macrophage is directly subsumed
by Leukocyte [3]. Monocytes have as progenitor monoblasts and promonocytes,
are considered to be the end stage of the differentiation, and they can change
into different types of macrophages, such as microglia (macrophages located in
the brain), so that CT14 & CT15 hold. A particular monocyte transforms into
a macrophage only when it leaves the blood stream into tissue, changing from
“APC, circulating” to “APC, tissue resident”, respectively [19] (APC = Antigen
Presenting Cell); thus, macrophages are alternative functional states of mono-
cytes, and they are both considered ‘adult’ cells, where [20] add that “mono-
cytes represent the circulating macrophage population and should be considered
fully functional for their location, changing phenotype in response to factors en-
countered in specific tissue after migration” (emphasis added). In fact, many
research articles use the label “monocyte/macrophage” and thereby do admit
to one universal. A phenotypic difference is that macrophages also stimulates
T helper cells [19] whereas both perform phagocytose of foreign organisms. The
processes of change involves, among others, physiological response (chemical &
DNA) on mechanical pressure [17], levels of CCR5 that is the main co-receptor
for M-tropic (macrophage tropic phenotypes) viruses [21], thus induced by an
‘external source’, and response on the chemical platelet-derived α-chemokine
platelet factor 4 (PF4) [22]. In ontology development practice, three possible
modelling options have been proposed to represent the transformation of mono-
cyte to macrophage: as alternate states, as phased sortals, or by means of some
other relationship. We assess each option on how it best captures the observed
characteristics of monocytes and macrophages.

Option 1: Monocyte and macrophage are phased sortals subsumed by Cp.
The problem with this approach is that there is no known suitable Cp that
subsumes them both, i.e., violating CT6, CT7, CT8. If they were to be subsumed



by Phagocyte (a type of cell), then neutrophil (also a phagocyte) has to be
excluded, for which we need at least one new subtype for Phagocyte. However,
this new concept, as far as known, does not have a corresponding universal in
reality. There are multiple similar cases with hemal cells, which, if decided upon
nevertheless, require additions of many more concepts that do not have a (known)
corresponding universal in reality.

Option 2: Monocyte and macrophage are different states that instances of
Cp can have, because of the alternative functional states in the adult stage where
each one is best adapted to its own environment: one residing in a fluid with
the optimal shape of a sphere, the other in tissue with docking extensions on
the cell surface, whilst remaining the same individual cell (cf. multi-cellular life
cycles) instantiating one universal throughout the changes. Classifying the two
states as distinct classes based on these differences is pursued by the Physiome
project [19]. Both are APCs and phagocytes, which are candidates for the =i.
Ascertaining π1 . . . πn, they could be location and shape (attributions -I∼R) or
the property of stimulation of T helper cells for macrophages, or their differences
in activated genes. This approach satisfies CT1, CT3, CT5, CT9, CT10, CT11,
CT12, CT14 & CT15.

Option 3: Take Monocyte and Macrophage as universals, place them some-
where in the taxonomy of cell types and create a new relationship type R to
relate them. This does not guarantee diachronic identity of the instances and is
therefore inappropriate.

Clearly, with the current available information about the mechanisms of
transformation from monocyte to macrophage, option 2 offers the more accurate
representation.

Pathological transformations. Smith et al [4] include pathological transfor-
mations, which complicates both the permissible relata and the transformation
of relation itself for two reasons. First, it is ambiguous if the pathological en-
tity may transform back to its healthy form and if this should be under the
assumption that nature takes its course or if it also permits medical interven-
tion. Second, it is not the case that for all instances that are transformed into a
pathological entity they either all can or all cannot transform back; e.g., 5 out
of 100 lung cancer patients survive and keep their lungs. It is true that for all
carcinomatous lungs there must have been healthy lungs, but the inverse does
not hold for all instances. Moreover, given that there is no common subsumer
Cp for the healthy and carcinomatous lungs, the relata cannot be phased sortals.
This leads to the combination of constraints where CT9-CT12 hold together with
either CT14 & CT15 for healthy & pathological entities of non-curable diseases
or CT14′ & CT15′ for curable diseases.

The reversible transformation from erythrocytes (red blood cells) to un-
healthy echinocytes concerns shape change of the cell membrane morphing into
other energy state optimums influenced by both biochemistry (including toxins,
pH) and mechanics [23]. This is similar to monocyte and macrophages, except
that the transformation is reversible.



5 Discussion

Regarding the transformation of relation, the basic questions to answer for
representing the universals in the subject domain in a domain ontology are: what
transforms, how does it transform, and why does it transform? We focussed on
the first two questions. Definition 1 in conjunction with constraints CT1-CT15′

facilitate the analysis of transforming entities as well as the transformations
themselves. For requirements on the participating endurants, the constraints for
phased sortals to be subsumed by a type may be too restrictive for represent-
ing transforming biological universals most accurately for the main reasons that
often either no such Cp is known to exist in reality that readily fits this re-
quirement or it does exist but the criterion that supplies identity is difficult to
establish; put differently, states and quasi-types seem to be more adequate for
the participating continuants. Nevertheless, phased sortals remain useful kinds
for representing stages in organism’s life cycle as well as transformations of pro-
genitor cells to differentiated cells.

The meta-property status S helps in understanding and representing more
precisely how the instances transform, thanks to the constraints it imposes both
on status change during transformation and the universals’ position in the tax-
onomy. For the biomedical domain, this is particularly useful for transformations
involving pathological entities.

Based on the few examples analysed, one cannot generalise this up to pre-
defined sets of combinations of constraints that hold universally for the
transformation of relation and its relata, although several combinations and
exclusions of constraints can be given:

i. Phased sortals, unidirectional transformation: CT1-CT8, CT13, CT14, CT15;
ii. States (including quasi-types), unidirectional transformation: CT1-CT9,

CT11-CT15;
iii. States (including quasi-types), transformation back is possible: CT1-CT13,

CT14′, CT15′;
iv. Pathological transformations, terminal disease: see constraints point ii, per-

mit status change from -S directly into ¬S;
v. Pathological transformations, reversal possible: see constraints point iii, per-

mit status change from -S directly into ¬S.
Regarding pathological transformations and status change in points iv. and v.,
this can be easily added computationally with a database trigger or included
in the default setting for a new term (representation of a universal or class), or
be by default omitted to keep backward compatibility with other ontologies of
diseases and pathological entities. Concerning point v, one can make a further
distinction to define two semantically distinct sub-types of the transformation
relation, which is to distinguish between self-healing transformations and those
that require medical intervention, i.e., distinguishing between natural transfor-
mations and human-mediated transformations.

To actually use the different constraints and options for representing the
transformation of relation, be it as guideline or hard constraints, it will be
helpful to make the distinctions explicit also in the ontology development soft-



ware by bringing representation choices of the meta-properties to the foreground,
which could be added to OntoClean.

6 Conclusions

The current transformation of relation as defined in the Relation Ontology
does address an important aspect of relations among biological entities, but
it is too flexible to enable representing the finer-grained distinctions between
what transforms and how. Using the some core ideas of the OntoClean approach
together with the notion of a status property that was generalised from tem-
poral conceptual data modeling, we specified 17 constraints that constrain the
transformation of relation and its relata, which concern both the permissible
categories of the relata and directionality of the relation. These were grouped
into several combinations to facilitate more precise representations of transfor-
mations in biology and biomedicine. The proposed constraints were assessed with
several typical examples from the biology and biomedicine domain. The here pre-
sented results enable developers of biomedical ontologies to better represent and
relate entities such as monocyte & macrophage, caterpillar & butterfly, and their
analogues, and thereby improve their ontology. Currently, we are investigating
implications of the interactions between OntoClean’s property kinds, the status
meta-property, and temporal constraints in DLRUS , and in future works we may
consider more complex time modeling, such as with GFO [24].
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